PRODUCT RANGE

Our Autofold 516 Duct Line is one of the most popular HVAC
ducting coil lines in production and is sold in more than 60
countries worldwide with sales approaching 1000 machines.
Engel Europa was founded in Sheffield in 1982,The Autofold was the first automated
ducting machine to be designed and manufactured in the UK. We now offer a truly
global service across all time zones with carefully appointed distribution centres in the
USA , Europe, Middle East, Russia ,Singapore and Australia. Resulting in a worldwide
network of sales and technical support.
In an industry where every manufacturer is a self proclaimed leader, Engel Europa has
always been at the forefront of ducting machine design and manufacture. A good
example is given by the features added later by other manufacturers attempting to
emulate the Autofold 516 range of machinery.
The Autofold 516 production numbers speak for themselves along with over 30 years
of production and heavy duty build quality, superior parts usage and the reliability that
exceeds most plant and machinery in any sector not just HVAC.
“A True Leader is where others follow ”
All of the machines in our range are subject to continuous development . This ensures
the Engel Europa Autofold remains the standard that others strive to follow.
The Autofold Range starts from the I-Fold to full transfer line and covers all aspects
of duct manufacture whatever your specification, this is the reason the Autofold is the
machine of choice worldwide.
Engel Europa also undertakes full factory manufacturing installation and training with
our Autofold and ancillary Equipment in this brochure.
Our equipment spans the globe yet we still remain a family owned company this
guarantees the correct equipment for your requirement.
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I-Fold Duct Coil Line
The Engel Europa I-Fold
duct coil line offers most
of the functionality of
a conventional coil line
with the advantage of a
vastly reduced 3m x 2m
floor space.

The I-Fold gives the operator the ability to use standard coil

The Software is the regular Autofold software complete with

widths in multiple gauges up to 1.6mm and manufacturing

the jobs program.

ductwork to any sizes from a minimum of 120mm x 120mm.

Ductwork is produced at an average rate of 1 duct per 20

The I-Fold will produce flat sheet ‘I’ shape, ‘u’ shape and fully

seconds depending on duct size. The I-Fold retains the same

wrapped duct.

production rate of the bigger Autofold machines.

The machine’s fully hydraulic system is controlled by the

The I-Fold comes with one ‘A’ frame coil holder as standard

Autofold v8 Control System, specifically designed for the

but more can be added to the customer’s requirement.

machine. Input is through a dedicated 14” touch screen
controller using the Windows CE platform running the Autofold
standard program.

Installation of the I-Fold can be carried out by the customer
as the machine is shipped complete and requires only one 3
phase power supply (no air is required).

I-Fold Standard Features
Fully Hydraulic Bosch Rexroth variable flow
servo hydraulic system.
7 roll leveller system comprising of 2 entrance
drive rolls, 3 leveller rolls and 2 exit bead rolls
with machines on bead rings.
Shear blades 4 sided top and bottom for
extended life.
Maximum working gauge of 1.6mm.
Maximum Width 1,550mm.
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Autofold v8 Controller including full Autofold
Windows CE software with make quick, jobs
and self diagnostics program.
14” touch screen monitor with fittings to left or
right side of machine.
One off ‘A’ frame coil holder with spindle 5
tonnes maximum weight at 1,525 mm wide.
MAP Camduct Download read software
available as standard.
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Autofold 516 plus options Automated Ducting Machinery
The Autofold 516 duct
processing coil line
offers the ability to
produce a 1500mm width
coil to be manufactured
into sections including
flat sheet “l” section
“u” section and fully
wrapped ductwork
automatically.

The Autofold options list means that the machine can be

The time to form one average size section of fully wrapped

custom built to the customers requirement.

duct is approximately 20 seconds, the Autofold 516 has
been supplied all over the world on every continent and is the

All Autofolds use the same components to maximise reliability

most used compact duct coil line in operation with over 850

across the range.

Autofolds being manufactured since 1982.

Autofold 516 Standard Features
Heavy Duty Construction
Every Autofold has a heavy duty side plate welded frame construction which has been used since
its design in 1982
All machines carry Bosch Rexroth variable flow hydraulic packs these systems have been found
to be ultra reliable.
The machines require one 3 phase power supply.
All Autofold machines are fully hydraulic and can handle the cold of the Arctic Circle to the heat of
the Arabian desert. The Autofold has a track record of reliability proven over decades.

Leveller and Beader System
All Autofolds have the levelling and beading system, this leveller also pulls the sheet from the coils
directly via a hydraulic drive gearbox.
All rolls are solid s-45 carbon steel and ground for added accuracy. The rolls are connected onto
gears directly to minimise backlash. The adjustment on the leveller rolls and beader rolls are via
direct shaft manually which means both sides lifts equally.
No chains that stretch in time are used on our levelling systems.

www.engeleuropa.com
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Autofold 516 Standard Features continued
Different bead types available are standard bead, ‘z’ bead and ‘top hat’ bead.

Standard Bead

‘Z’ Bead

‘Top Hat’ Bead

Autofold Fold and Shear Station
All Autofolds carry the Fold and Shear concept from its design in 1982.
The folder is operated via a single middle located piston with the shear and clamp being fitted
with 2 pistons each for added strength.
The pistons are directly fitted and added linkages that wear are not required.
The shear blades are high carbon steel and have 4 cutting sides for a decades long life.
The sections below are made on the Autofold head. Not only can it produce ,”l” shape “u”
shape and fully wrapped box but it can also fold a male pittsburgh and if the male snaplock
tool is requested in the options list it will also fold the male snaplock.
A feature of the variable flow hydraulics is to slow the folding of a large duct when the
threshold has been passed ,this also adds to some of the many safety aspects of the
Autofold range.

Flat Sheet

‘L’ Section

‘U’ Section

‘Fully Wrapped’
Box

‘Fully Wrapped’
Box with Centre
Seam

‘Fully Wrapped’
Box with Seams

All sections can be manufactured with or without male Pittsburgh lock and with or without
notching on specified machine options.
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Autofold 516 Standard Features continued
Shear
The shear operates from the bottom up to allow the Folder to wrap metal all the way around the
upper beam.

Hydraulic Drive System
There are no air requirements on the Autofold, and all electric motors are fully class 2 energy
rated.
The hydraulic system that powers the Autofold is compact and utilises state of the art, energy
efficient components. The variable delivery pump is controlled by an electronic valve for high
accuracy.
All components are manufactured by Bosch Rexroth Group or by our own qualified engineers.

Controller
At the heart of all Autofold machines is an advanced solid state control system. This system
has been specifically designed for the Autofold range, and has been continuously developed
throughout the 28 years life of the machine.
The Autofold controller is based around a custom single board computer running bespoke
software with an embedded graphical operating system, having an intuitive and easy to use
control interface. This makes the Autofold simple to learn, even for those with little or no
computer experience. All Autofold machines have touch screen interface as standard.
The controller constantly monitors machine functions and operations. In the event of a machine
fault or incorrect usage, the control system gives clear on-screen feedback to the operator. The
control system also logs machine operations and faults. This valuable information is
then available for service and fault finding work.
The control system can be connected to the customer’s computer network and from there via
the Internet to our diagnostics team. We can use this link to extract machine usage information,
advise on machine faults, and install programme updates and additional features. For installations
without a network connection, then data can be transferred by USB memory stick.
All machine power is fed through the controller meaning that the Autofold only requires one 3
phase power supply and no other external power sources such as compressed air. The Autofold
controller can use input voltages from 208V to 480V. These features give the machine the
capability to be installed anywhere in the world with no modification.

www.engeleuropa.com
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Autofold 516 Standard Features continued
Languages available include English (standard), French, German, Italian, Polish,
Spanish and Russian.

Features:
•

Rapid one-off part production using Make Quick feature.

•

Library of user defined parts locks and gauges

•

Constant machine and input supply monitoring

•

Inbuilt diagnostics

•

Optional remote link for MAP via bluetooth is available

•

Optional wifi for MAP Network and online diagnostics
Autodesk Map CAM read download is standard on all

Stand alone console on

machines via USB

larger autofolds with touch
screen as standard.

Specifications
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•

1ea 2 in 1 ‘I’ Beam mounted coil holder or x2 ‘A’ frames (customer option)

•

2ea 10,000lb, 5 ton coil cradles

•

Adjustable lever

•

Beader (18ga capacity)

•

60” (1500mm) x 16ga hydraulic shear

•

60” (1500mm) x 16ga hydraulic folder

•

CNC controller with self-diagnostics

•

Up to 60’ (18.29m) per minute line speed

•

Minimum fully wrapped duct section 5.9” x 5.9” (150 x 150mm)

•

Maximum duct section is only limited to your material handling capability.

•

Autofold Width		

7’6” (2.28m)

•

Autofold Length

18’ (5.49m) with 2 standard coils

•

Each additional

‘2 in 1’ coil holder adds 7’ (2.13m)
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Autofold 516 Standard Features continued
Installation
Engel Europa will set up and install the Autofold after the machine has been unloaded and set in
place by the customer. Normal installation takes between one and two days.
208/220/440 (1x3ph Power Supply)

Warranty
The machine has a full one year parts and labour warranty.

Freight
Freight is at cost but arranged by our shipping company MBL Logistics,
we load or containerize all the machines for safe damage free shipment.

Machine shown with added options:
Power coil drive / Notching / Side eject pittsburgh

www.engeleuropa.com
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Autofold 516 Options
Notchers
2 hydraulic notchers are mounted on each side of the Autofold. The depths of the notchers are
manually adjustable in and out to set the notch depth.
The notchers will notch for Drive Cleat, TDF® or TDC®. If a bolt on flange is being used, the
notches can be left off via the PC Controller.
The controller will allow for multiple notching if notches wider than the notch blades are required.
These are set in the lock setup.
The controller automatically adds the correct seam allowance (Pittsburgh, Snap Lock, Ras Lock,
and Raw) as requested by the operator. More locks can be added and edited by the operator.
Notching Option 1
32o30’
male edge

‘L’ Section
Notch Pattern

female edge

70mm
max

3mm

32o30’

male edge

‘U’ Section
Notch Pattern

female edge

70mm
max
16.5mm

‘Fully Wrapped’
Notch Pattern

29mm

Notching Option 2

male edge

female edge

70mm
max

29mm

70mm
max

5mm
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Autofold 516 Options continued
Dual Head Drive Cleat
A dual head drive cleat machine can be manufactured between the notcher and
the folder. Through the PC Controller the Autofold will select where to place the
drive cleat. The Autofold can put drive cleats on sides 1 and 3, 2 and 4 or all 4
sides.
This option must be purchased at the same time as the coil line as it cannot be
added on site. Notching is also a requirement for this option.

Cleat Profile

male edge

‘L’ Section Drive Cleat

female edge

on side 1

male edge

‘U’ Section Drive Cleat

female edge

on sides 1&3

‘Fully Wrapped’
Section Drive Cleat

male edge

female edge

male edge

female edge

on sides 1&3 or 2&4
as required

The Programmer can
put Drive Cleats on all
four sides of the duct
if required

www.engeleuropa.com
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Autofold 516 Options continued

Side Eject
The Autofold side eject allows the machine to eject automatically through a female roll former for
pittsburgh, snap lock or a combination of both. (Snaplock shown).
The side eject can be manufactured to flow to the left or right depending on customer
requirements.
Pittsburgh rollformers are 9 station and are available in 16G (1.6mm), 18G (1.2mm) and 20G
(1mm) locks. The rollformers are started and stopped via the controller.
Rollformers are positioned hydraulically, automatically via the controller depending on the seam
requirement of the job. No operator tool change is required as it is fully CNC controlled.

Top Loading Coil Holders
Choice of ‘I’ Beam or ‘A’ Frame coil holders.
Please note that Autofold comes with two coil holders as
standard.

‘I’ Beam

‘A’ Frame coil holder

Hydraulic Power Coil Feed
The hydraulic coil feed is for feeding forward and reverse the coils, making coil loading and
changing with heavy coils easier. The powered coil will operate all the coils.
(Maximum 8 coils. Only available on ‘I’ beam)

Coil Selector Station
Each coil of metal is fed overhead into the 4-station selector.
To change from one coil to another the operator uses the hand held control and simply backs one
coil out of the line into the selector station, loosens one lock-nut, tightens another lock nut and
feeds the proper coil into the line. This process takes about a minute. 4 coils are then loaded at
the same time.
Also available in 6 and 8 stations on special request.

Tie Rod Punch
The tie rod punch inserts the hole into the duct ready for the tie rods or strengthening rods.
3 punches are standard and are hydraulically operated. The punches are controlled via the CNC
software.
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Autofold 516 Production Duct Line
The Autofold 516 Fully
Automated Production
Duct Line System is a
state of the art complete
Duct Coil Line.
This machine
is specifically
manufactured for the
customers requirements.
z-shape configuration

Autofold 516 Production Duct Line Standard Features
The machine can be in ‘U’ Left or Right configuration.
The machine can be ‘Z’ Left or Right configuration or a straight line
configuration.
The machine can be purchased as a complete line from new or can be
added to any Autofold 516 Side Eject Ducting Line.
The Production Duct Line can be configured with 1 of the 4 available
flange types.
The Autofold portion of the line, as a standard Autofold can be configured
with the Drive Cleat as an added flange to the system, Pittsburgh and
Snaplock can also be chosen either separately or as a combination of
both.
As the standard Autofold produces flat sheet ‘Ls’ and Boxes the
Production Duct Line will also produce the same sections but now with
the added roll on flange, the machine is also fully hydraulic.
All Production Duct Lines come with standard wi-fi compatibility for back
to factory diagnostics and support.

www.engeleuropa.com
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Autofold 516 Production Duct Line Standard Features continued

H = 33 +/- 0.5 mm

Flange Profile EEF-3

H = 33 +/- 0.5 mm

H
10mm

Flange Profile EEF-2

H
10mm

Flange Profile EEF-1

Flange Profile EEF-4

(other flange sizes can be manufactured in these profiles).
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Autofold 516 Production Duct Line Standard Features continued

‘U’ Configuration
2430mm

12

2440mm

1954mm

4410mm

11

4635mm

10
10
9

13
8
5

3

1

2980mm

2240mm

2

9

9

4
6

7
4255mm

3650mm

3950mm

‘Z’ Configuration
3650mm

4255mm

3950mm

13
6
5
9

4
7

9

8

10
10
9
4635mm

2430mm

1)

Coil Holders

8)

Side Eject Rollformers

2)

Leveller / Beader

9)

Transfer Tables

3)

Male Snaplock Punch

10) Dual Head TDFC / TDCC Rollformers

4)

Notchers

11) Folder Measuring Table

5)

Dual Head Drive Cleats

12) Final Folder

6)

Folder / Shear

13) Power Coil Drive

7)

CNC Control

www.engeleuropa.com
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12

1954mm

1000mm

2440mm

3

1

2980mm

2240mm

2

4410mm
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Autofold 516 In-Line
The Autofold 516 Fully
Automated In-Line
System is a state of the
art complete Duct Coil
Line.
This machine
is specifically
manufactured for the
customers requirements.

Autofold 516 In-Line Standard Features
The machine can be purchased as a complete line from new or can be
added to any Autofold 516 Side Eject Ducting Line.
The In-Line can be configured with 1 of the 4 available flange types.
The Autofold portion of the line, as a standard Autofold can be configured
with the Drive Cleat as an added flange to the system, Pittsburgh and
Snaplock can also be chosen either separately or as a combination of
both.
As the standard Autofold produces flat sheet ‘Ls’ and Boxes the InLine will also produce the same sections but now with the added roll on
flange, the machine is also fully hydraulic.
All In-Lines come with standard wi-fi compatibility for back to factory
diagnostics and support.
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Autofold 516 In-Line Standard Features

1)

Hydraulic Power Coil Drive

2)

Autofold with Notching and Drive Cleat
Rollformers

3)

Side Eject Pittsburgh for Quick Eject Drive
Cleat Duct (also combination snaplock
option)

4)

Positioning Table no. 1

5)

Transfer Belts

6)

Cross Over Pittsburgh Lock Female Only

7)

Dual Head Flange Rollformer

8)

Hydraulic Folder

9)

CNC Control

1

9
2

H
10mm

Flange Profile EEF-1
H = 33 +/- 0.5 mm

3

4

Flange Profile EEF-2

H

H = 33 +/- 0.5 mm

10mm

5

Flange Profile EEF-3
6

VARIABLE SPEED

7

Flange Profile EEF-4

8
(other flange sizes can be manufactured in these profiles).
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Autofold Fabri-Flange
This machine takes any
size duct that has been
manufactured on the
Autofold side eject line
and has been formed
with male and female
lock and notched to duct
size.

Autofold Fabri-Flange Standard Features
The newly designed Fabri-Flange has been designed to take a flat sheet
duct from a Autofold side eject.
The unique dual hydraulic control system takes a flat notched sheet with
a male and female lock and folds it into a full wrap or “l” shape box whilst
automatically forming a roll on flange.
This process takes under a minute and significantly saves factory floor
space while increasing production rates.
No input of sizes are required as the machine will fold on the notched
corners whatever they may be.
The Windows operated control monitors the machine, adjusting for errors
in rollform slippage during production.
The machine is fully hydraulic and requires a single power supply.
Different flange types are available.
Outboard rolls as standard are clip on e side and flange on the other for
fittings, these can be run separately.
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Cut-to-Length Line
The Engel Europa Cut-toLength Line offers most
of the functionality of
a conventional coil line
with the advantage of a
vastly reduced 3m x 2m
floor space.

The Cut-to-Length Line gives the operator the ability to use

The Software is the regular Autofold software complete with

standard coil widths in multiple gauges up to 1.6mm and

the jobs program.

manufacturing flat sheet to any size.
Standard line speed is 40 FPM but can be increased.
The machine’s fully hydraulic system is controlled by the

The Cut-to-Length Line comes with one ‘A’ frame coil holder
as standard but more can be added. I-beams can also be
specified to customer requirements.

Autofold v8 Control System, specifically designed for the

Installation of the Cut-to-Length Line can be carried out by the

machine. Input is through a dedicated 14” touch screen

customer as the machine is shipped complete and requires

controller using the Windows CE platform running the Autofold

only one 3 phase power supply (no air is required).

standard program.

Cut-to-Length Line Standard Features
Fully Hydraulic Bosch Rexroth variable flow
servo hydraulic system.
7 roll leveller system comprising of 2 entrance
drive rolls, 3 leveller rolls and 2 exit bead rolls
with machines on bead rings.
Shear blades 4 sided top and bottom for
extended life.
Maximum working gauge of 1.6mm.

www.engeleuropa.com

Maximum Width 1,550mm.
Autofold v8 Controller including full Autofold
Windows CE software with make quick, jobs
and self diagnostics program.
14” touch screen monitor with fittings to left or
right side of machine.
One off ‘A’ frame coil holder with spindle 5
tonnes maximum weight at 1,525 mm wide.
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Attenuator Pod
The Engel Europa
Attenuator Pod Machine
manufactures pods from
Full Wrap, “L” Shape and
Flat Strip Coil.

With a smallest pod size of 120x120mm there is no maximum

Station Rollformer. Special Requests can be quoted separately

pod size.

as required.

The Attenuator Pod Machine is supplied with a right angle

Control inputs are made via a touchscreen mounted to the

flange or with radius to the customer’s specification on 7

side of the machine.

Attenuator Pod Standard Features
Manufacture pods from Full Wrap, “L” Shape
and Flat Strip Coil. Smallest Pod Size:
120mm x 120mm. No Maximum Size. Gauge
Thickness is maximum 1mm Minimum 0.6mm.
Widths available: 100mm wide to 500mm
wide in 100mm increments, or to customer
specifications. Width is adjustable using hand
adjustment cranks.
Right Angle Flange or with radius as per
customers request. End Notch and V Notch
are to flange parameters. End Notch features
the punch holes for pot riveting the pod
together.

Rollformers are 7, 8 and 10 station depending
in the form requirements.
Machine length is approximately 3 metres plus
3 metres for coils. Coil holders for 3 rolls are
included.
Autofold V7 variable flow windows XP based
touch screen controller, including Jobs, Make
Quick and Self Diagnostics Programmes.
Notching and hole punch for rivets are
available as options.

7 Station Leveller with beading if required.
Beading can be lifted OFF if not required and
is fully adjustable.
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AF-FEL Flange Folder
The Engel Europa fully
hydraulic flange folder
is used for folding ducts
with a rolled on flange.
The bottom bed is fully
adjustable to allow for
the flange.

AF-FEL Flange Folder Standard Features
The automatic and semi automatic operation is chosen by the operator
from the foot switch.
Low mounted head for easy wrapping of small ducts.
Back table helps support large ducts also
Machines available in 1560mm wide and 2000mm wide.
Power supply is 3 phase 5 hp, 208-440 volts.

www.engeleuropa.com
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Flange Rollformer
The Engel Europa range
of 14 station rollformers
are specifically designed
to manufacture the roll
on eef 1 and 2 duct
flange.

Flange Rollformer Standard Features
The rollformer heads are made from high grade aircraft aluminium
housing ball bearings, as opposed to roller bearings more commonly
found on other machines.
The aluminium heads and roller bearings increase the life of the machine
and also decrease the vibration and sound of the rollformer, making it
near silent running.
All machines come with a small parts feeder and options available
include clip rolls if required.

H = 35 mm

H
10mm

H = 35 mm

Flange Profile EEF-2

H
10mm

Flange Profile EEF-1

(other flange sizes can be manufactured in these profiles).

OPTION - Clip Roll
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Plasma Feed
The Engel Europa
Plasma Feed eliminates
the need to stock and
handle flat sheet for use
with plasma cutters,
increasing floor space
and efficiency. No need to
put on an 8 foot standard
sheet to cut 6 feet of
material any more, so the
scrap savings coupled
with the coil storage are
easy to see.

Plasma Feed Standard Features
All plasma feeds come as standard with
a leveller capacity up to 16g and beading
capacity up to 20g, so that beaded or unbeaded flat sheet can be fed directly onto the
plasma table from coiled stock.
A simple forward/reverse Hand control feeds
the material and the plasma software “rip cut”
function cuts it at the required length.

Options for Plasma Feeder include:
Options include extra coil holders (up to 6 in
total) and Selector Station (recommended for
multiple coils).
With beading or without (beading options
same as Autofold)
4 and 6 station selector

Coil holders come in various options
depending on loading and handling systems
used. The plasma feed can be supplied
with up to 6 coil holders, all of which have a
capacity of 6 metric tons or 12,000 pounds as
standard.

www.engeleuropa.com

Hydraulically powered coils
Underfed coils
Coils on “I” beams or “A” frames
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Auto Seamer
The Engel Europa Auto
Seamer is designed to
seam rectangular ducts.
The machine is a solid
welded steel construction
that increases
productivity and can
be operated with one
person.

Auto Seamer Standard Features
The Auto Seamer can seam gauges from 0.6
-1mm and a special order machine can accept
0.8-1.2mm

The Auto Seamer machine requires one
3-phase power supply.

The autoseamer is a perfect machine to work
hand in hand with the iFold Duct Coil Line
allowing unflanged duct to be made and
seamed in seconds.
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Custom Machines
All Autofold and iFold
machines can be
bespoke painted to
customer requirements,
whatever they may be!

www.engeleuropa.com
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Mobile Duct Concept
The iFold can be installed
in a 20 or 40 ft container
that is fully fitted
with electrical power
distribution board and
lights. This creates a
mobile duct system that
is easily transported to
the job site, saving on
transportation of ducts
over long distances.
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Machines in Operation
The Autofold 516 range is in use in the following locations around the world:

EUROPE
Belgium,Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark,Finland,France,Germany, Greece, Italy, Lithuania,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Ireland, Romania, Sweden, Spain, United Kingdom.

NORTH AMERICA
Canada: Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba
USA: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, North Carolina, South Carolina,California, Colorado, Connecticut,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming.

CENTRAL and SOUTH AMERICA
Barbados, Chile, Mexico, Panama, Puerto Rico, Trinidad & Tobago.

RUSSIA and the NEAR EAST
Georgia, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Russia, Turkey, Belarus, Ukraine.

MIDDLE EAST
Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Israel, Lebanon, Turkey.

ASIA
Bangladesh, Brunei, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand.

AUSTRALASIA
Australia: New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria, Western Australia.
New Zealand.

AFRICA
Egypt, Ethiopia, South Africa, Algeria, Libya, Morocco.

www.engeleuropa.com
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For Further information and pricing contact
Engel Europa International Ltd on:

Tel: 0114 269 4556
email: sales@engeleuropa.com

Address Engel Europa International Ltd
		 Unit 19c, Orgreave Close
		 Dorehouse Industrial Estate
		Sheffield
		 S13 9NP
		 United Kingdom
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